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Abstract: Fifty four linseed genotypes were screened among them one genotype ie RLC-133 was found resistant however other eighteen genotypes viz R-4226, R-4231, R-4234, R-4236, R-4237, R-4239, R-4240, R-552, RLC-92, RLC-133, R-4230, R-4232, R-4226, R-4233,R-4237-4238. RLC-92, RLC-133 were found moderately resistant and thirty fives genotypes R-4221, R-4229, R-4230, R-4232, R-4233, R-4235, R-4238, R-RLC-92, TA-32, R-4235, R-4236, R-4237, R-4238, R-4239, R-4240, R-552, IA-32, R-4226, R-4227, R-4229, R-4231, R-4233, R-4234, R-4227, R-4229, R-4230, R-4231, R-4232, R-4234, R-4235, R-4236, R-4239, R-4240, R-552, IA-32 were found susceptible.
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